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81. INTRODUCTION 
THD PAPER is motivated by the desire to enumerate the classes of immersions of manifolds 
in euclidean spaces. There is no problem in the stable range: all immersions are equivalent 
by Whitney’s theorem. We concentrate on dimensions just out of this range. Hirsch [l] 
has reduced the problem to one of homotopy theory. In a preliminary note [3] we have 
reformulated the relevant part of his result so as to make it susceptible to the methods of 
Postnikov theory. Thus the immersion problem can be regarded as a special case of the 
following one. 
Let c be a real vector bundle over a complex$ A, in the stable range where dim 5 > 
dim A + 1. We define a series of numbers 
cross (n, c) (n = 1, . . . . dim 5) 
as follows. Consider the bundle of orthonormal k-frames associated with I$, where k = 
dim 5 - n. The fibre of this bundle is the Stiefel manifold I’,,,,. We classify its cross- 
sections by vertical homotopy, as in [3], and define cross (n, t;) to be the number of such 
classes. If [’ is the Whitney sum of r and a trivial bundle, of some dimension, then 
cross (n, c) = cross (n, r’), 
as can easily be seen. 
Our main results are for n > 2. A number is defined, using the Stiefel-Whitney classes 
c*wl and r*wz. Under certain conditions the main theorem asserts that cross (n, 5) is equal 
to this number unless no cross-section exists, i.e. unless cross (n, r) = 0. We refer to [5], 
and the earlier papers cited therein, for results on the existence problem. 
In what follows we use the standard notations for cohomology and write 
p* : H’(A; Z) + H’(A; Z,) 
for the coefficient homomorphism given by mod 2 reduction of the integers. We define 
x(n, r) to be the product of the order of the kernel of I,” and the order of the cokernel of 
rz-‘, where r,’ is the homomorphism given as follows, in terms of c and the residue class 
of n mod 4. 
t Research supported in part by the U.S. Air Force OfIke of Scientific Research. 
$ By a complex we always mean a pathwise connected CWcomplex. 
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(a) When n = 0 mod 4 let 
be given by 
I-; : H’(A; Z) 8 H’+‘(A; Z,) + fP+$4; Z,) 
(6 P) --, Q2P2~ + P2U * 5*w2. 
(b) When n E 1 mod 4 let 
be given by 
r; : H’(A; 2,) --f Hi+2(A; Z,) 
u + Sq’a + a *c * w2. 
(c) When n E 2 mod 4 let 
be given by 
@, B) --) Q2P2U + &Iv + P2N * r*w2. 
(d) When n E 3 mod 4 let 
I-; : H’(A; Z,) + fP+y4; Z,) 
be given by 
c( + Sq%q’cY + Sq’cY * e*<w: + wz). 
We shall prove 
THEOREM (1.1). Let ( be an (n + k)-plane bundle over a complex A whose associated 
k-frame bundle admits a cross-section. Let n > 2, and let 5 be orientable when n is even. Let 
dimAsn+k-2inanycase,andletdimA~n+lforn-0, 1 mod4;dimAsn+2 
for n = 2, 3 mod 4. 
Then cross (n, 5) = x(n, c), the number defined above. 
Let M be a closed connected smooth m-manifold and let [M E .‘“+“I denote the number 
of homotopy classes of immersions of M in Rm’n. Such immersions exist by Whitney [l l] 
ifn>=m-1. Ifnz2thenby(1.2)of[3]wehave 
[M G R”+“] = cross (n, v), 
where v denotes the stable normal bundle. Thus we can apply (1.1) and obtain the following 
results.7 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let m be even and let m > 3. Then [ME RZm-‘1 equals once or 
twice the order of H,(M; 2,) according as m s 0 or 2 mod 4. 
COROLLARY (1.3). Let M be orientable and let m be odd, m > 3. Then [ME R2”-‘1 
equals four times the order of H,(M; 2). 
t Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in [l] and [6] for the immersion to be possiblewithikforient- 
able and n = m - 2. It is sufficient for m not to be a power of 2 if m > 2. Nothing systematic seems to be 
known in the non-orientable case. 
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COROLLARY (1.4). Let m E 1 mod 4 and let m > 3. Suppose that M can be immersed in
RZms2. Then [ME R2m-2 ] equals once or twice the order of H,(M; Z,) according as Wan 
is non-zero or zero. 
COROLLARY (1.5). Let M be orientable and m = 0 mod 4, m > 4. Suppose that M can be 
immersed in R2m-2. Then [M E R2m-2 ] is equal to be the product of the orders of the groups 
H,(M; Z,) and H,(M; Z) 
and the cokernel of the Bockstein boundary homomorphism 
6, : H,(M; Z,) + H,(M; Z,) 
associated with the coeficient sequence 
Since v is dual to the stable tangent bundle of M, whose Stiefel-Whitney classes are 
written Wi(M), we have 
v*wr = w,(M) v*w2 = w,(M) + w,(M)‘. 
Hence for j = 1, 2 we have 
sq’y = y.v* wj (y E Hm-‘(M; Z,)) 
by a formula of Wu [12]. With 5 = v, therefore, we find Ire2 = 0 for n = 0 or 1 mod 4. 
Also 
I-;-2@, p) = Sq’j? 
when n = 2 mod 4 and 
I:-3a = Sq’a*v*(~,)~ = a*v*(wJ3 
when n = 3 mod 4. If y E Hmm3(M; Z,) is the mod 2 reduction of an integral class then 
Sq’y = 0 and hence 
x.sq2y = sq2 (x.7) = x’y*v*w2, 
for any x E H’(M; Z,). Since x can be chosen orthogonal to H”-‘(M; Z,), in Poincare 
duality, this shows that Sq2y = y * v*w2 and hence that 
Fm-3(a, /I) = Sq’p 
when n = 2 mod 4. The deductions of (1.2)-(1.5) are now straightforward applications of 
(l.l), with the results converted from cohomology to homology by means of Poincare 
duality. 
$2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
From now on we work with basepoints. The basepoint of every space is denoted by e. 
We use [X, r] to denote the set of (based) homotopy classes of maps X+ Y and 
f* : LX Yl -+ ix, zl 
to denote the function given by composition with a map f : Y + Z. 
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We say that a map p : E + B is a fibration if it has the homotopy lifting property for 
all spaces. By the fibre F c E we mean the subspace p-‘e, where e is the basepoint of B. 
Letu:A+Bbeamap. Amapf: A + E such that pf = u is called a map over u or a u-map, 
with respect o the given fibration. A homotopy f, : A + E is called a u-homotopy if pf, = u 
for all values of the parameter. The set of u-homotopy classes of u-maps is denoted by 
[A, E; u]. The elementary theory of such sets is discussed in [3]. We recall, in particular, 
that if u N 21 then [A, E; u] is equivalent o [A, E; v]. Thus we shall occasionally denote the 
set by [A, E; 51, where 5 E [A, B] is the class of u. 
Let p : E + B be a principal fibration with fibre F = QD and action m : F x E + E. 
Let C be a topological groupt and let q : T + E be the principal fibration, with fibre QC, 
determined by a map f: E + C. In $4 we prove a theorem giving the solution, for the 
composite fibration rr =pq : T + B, of the classification problem for maps into T over 
fixed maps into B, in the above sense. Under one further assumption this result can be 
reduced to a form which is easy to state and to apply. Consider the diagram shown below, 
where fi is the map given by 
fk Y) = cfmk Y)) *(fm(e, Y))-’ (X E F, Y E E), 
the quotient being formed in the group C. 
IXP 
(F x E, e x E)-+(F x B, e x B) 
h\(c ) / 1c = 
,e 
The extra hypothesis is that there exists a map c, as shown in the diagram, such that 
(2.1) 41 x P) -f1* 
Under this condition we say that 
T:E:B 
is a stable decomposition of 7~. Such a map c determines a map 
c’:(QFx B,e x B)+(QC,e) 
where 
c’@, Y> (0 = cw, Y) (t E I = [O, 11) 
for I E OF, y E B. Consider the induced functions 
cz+ : CA, Fl x L-4 Sl + CA, Cl, 
c; : [A, S2F] x [A, B] + [A, QC], 
where A is a space. If 5 E [A, B] write 
r&P) = c*oL, 0, I;(v) = c;(v, 0, 
t This assumption gives neat formulae but essentially the same theory carries through in cake C is a 
loop-space. 
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where p E [A, F], v E [A, RF], so that 
l-g: CA, Fl--) CA, Cl, I-; : [A, W-J + [A, nc]. 
The second of these functions is a morphism, as follows at once from the definition of c’, 
and so its cokernel is defined. The first is not necessarily a morphism; its kernel is defined 
to be the counterimage of the trivial class. We devote the next two sections to 
proving: 
THEOREM (2.2). Let n : T+ B be a jibration which admits a stable decomposition into 
two principal jibrations, as described above. Let ?j E [A, B] be an element in the image of 
x*, where A is a complex. Then the set [A, T; (1 is equivalent to the product of the kernel of 
re and the cokernel of r;, as defined above. 
$3. CORRELATION 
We adopt much notation and terminology from [2]. A free path in a space X is a map 
I : Z --) X, not required to respect basepoints, and the function-space of free paths is denoted 
by P*X. The subspace of based paths, where 10 = e, is denoted by PX. The subspace of 
free loops, where LO = rZ1, is denoted by R*X. The space of loops, which is the intersection 
of PX and sZ* X, is denoted by ax. Composition of paths is defined under the usual condi- 
tions in the usual way, and denoted by the symbol v . If 1, p are paths such that 
A(t) = p(l - t) 
we write p = rl. We define pl = 10, OL = Al. We denote by c : X-r R*X the map which 
transforms each point of X into the stationary free loop at that point. 
In what follows we shall be mainly concerned with maps f: A + P*X, where A is a 
space. To clarify formulae we generally write f (x; t) instead off (x)(t), where x E A and t E I. 
Ifg:A-,P*Xisamapsuchthatpg=ofthenwedefinefvg:A-,P*Xtobethemap 
such that 
(f v g)(x) = (fx) v (gx). 
Similar notation is used for maps into the subspaces of P*X. We refer to a deformation 
h, : A + P*X as (p, a)-fixed if ph, and ah, are independent of t. 
We now recall the precise definition of a principal fibration. Let B and D be spaces 
and let g : B + D be a map. Let E denote the subspace of B x PD consisting of pairs 
(x, p) such that gx = ap. Let 
B:EsPD 
be the left and right projections. Then II is a principal fibration, with fibre e x S2D. The 
fibre can be identified with RD by means of 4. If A E CID we define 
A v (4 cc) = (4 1 v /4 
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In this way we obtain a map of SZD x E into E which agrees on QD x RD with the H- 
structure of the loop-space. We write F instead of QD and denote by 
m:Fx E-E 
the action just defined. If k : A --t Fand h : A +Earemapswedefinethemapk v h: A+E 
by 
We have at once 
(k v h) (x) = (kx) v (hx) (X E A). 
LEMMA (3.1). Let n: : E + B be a principal$bration withjibre F. Let h : A --f E be a map. 
If h’ : A -+ E is a map such that ph’ = ph = u, say, then there exists a map k : A + F such 
that h’ is u-homotopic to k v h. Moreover, k is nul-homotopic if and only if h and h’ are 
u-homotopic. Thus we have an equivalence between [A, q and [A, E; u] depending on the 
choice of h. 
Thus there is not much in the notion of u-homotopy in the case of a principal fibration. 
Any fibration, we recall, can be decomposed into a succession of principal fibrations (see 
[5], [lo], for example), and this suggests an inductive procedure, as follows. 
Let p : E -+ B be a fibration (not necessarily principal) with fibre F. Let f : E + C be a 
map, where C is a space. Let q : T+ E denote the principal fibration with fibre QC and 
classification mapf. We shall describe a relation between u-homotopy for the composite 
fibration pq : T--t B and u-homotopy for the fibration p : E + B, where u : A + B. In theory 
one can then proceed, step by step, to analyse the situation for an arbitrary fibration. 
Instead of dealing directly with u-homotopy the folIowing auxiliary notion is useful. Let 
v : A + E be a map such that pv = u. We say that two maps h, h’ : A -+ Tare v-related if 
(i) qh = v = qh’ and (ii) h is u-homotopic to h’. If u is u-homotopic to v’, say, then the set of 
v-relation classes is equivalent o the set of v’-relation classes. 
Let 13 E [E, C] denote the class off. Consider the function 
q* : [A, T; u] + [A, E; u]. 
For each class q E [A, E; u] let N(B, r,$ denote the set of v-relation classes of maps A + T, 
where v : A --) E is a representative of q. We have at once 
THEOREM (3.2). The set [A, T; u] is equivalent to the disjoint union of the sets N(8, q) 
where q runs through the elements of [A, E; u]. 
Note that if h : A + T is a map and if k, k’ : A -+ LRC are homotopic maps then k v h 
and k’ v h are u-related, where u = qh. Also note that if k : A + RC is a map and if h, 
h’ : A 3 T are u-related maps then k v h and k v h’ are v-related. Thus the action of 
[A, Qc] on [A, T; q] is transmitted to an action on N(B, 7). The latter is transitive since the 
former is transitive. We proceed to study the stability subgroup of an element in N(8, q). 
Let &2tE denote the subspace of S1*E consisting of free loops ,4 such thatpl is stationary. 
We can regard C2fE as a fibre space over B with fibre R*F, or as a fibre space over E with 
fibre QF. Both fibrations are useful. Consider the diagram shown below, where r is the 
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given fibre map wheref’ is given by composition with f, where i is the inclusion, and 
where u : A + B. 
[A, f2;E; u] It+ [A, E; u] 
/‘* 
I 
f* 
CA, w - --) [A$*C] -+ CA, Cl 
We say that an element y E [A, QC] is g-correlated to an element q E [A, E; u], where 8 
denotes the class off; if there exists an element IJ E [A, SZ,*E; u] such that r* IJ = n and 
fi $ = i, y- 
For the next two results we suppose that h : A -,Tisamapandwesetv=qh,u=pv. 
We prove 
LEMMA (3.3). Let k : A + JZC be a map such that k v h is v-related to h. Then the class 
of k is g-correlated to the u-homotopy class of v. 
Let gt : A + T be a homotopy such that pq gt = u, for all values of t, and such that 
g,,=h,g,=kvh. Defineg:A+$$Eby 
9(x; 0 = 4 9,(x) (x E A, t E I). 
Then rg = qgO = qh = v, and ik zf’g by the homotopy I, : A + IR*C given by 
Ux; 0 = 49 1+2st-Zs(x; t/2) (0 S s S 8, 
=dJg,(x;2s+t-st-1) (4Ss$l). 
Let $ E [A, Szz E; u] be the class of g. Thenfi $ = i, y, where y is the class of k, and r* II/ 
is the u-homotopy class of v. This proves (3.3). 
In the other direction we prove (continuing with the notation of (3.3)): 
LEMMA (3.4). Suppose that the group [A, W!] is commutative. If k : A --t QC is a map 
whose homotopy class is O-correlated to the u-homotopy class of v then k v h is v-related to h. 
By the covering homotopy theorem we can suppose that there exists a map g : A + Q,*E 
such that rg = v andf’g N ik. Let k’ : A --f RC denote the map given by 
(&r vf’9) v TM. 
Then ik’ zf’g, by (2.4) of [2], and so ik’ N ik. By hypothesis [A, OC] is commutative 
and so 
i, : [A, QC] + [A, R*C] 
is injective, by (2.6) of [2]. Therefore k N k’. Now it follows at once from the definition of 
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k’, as in (2.1) and (2.3) of [2], that k’ v r$h- 4h vf’g by a (p, o)-fixed deformation. This 
lifts to a unique u-homotopy of k’ v h into w, say, where 
&v(x; t) = 4h (x; 2t) (OS tS f), 
-fg (x; 2t - 1) (3s t$ 1). 
Now consider the deformation w, : A + T given by 
qw, (x) = 9(x; 1 - s), 
4 w,(x;t) = 4h(x; 2t(l + s)-I) (OS 2ts 1 + s), 
=fg(x; 2t - 1 - s) (1 + S6 2t 2 2). 
We have w,, = w, wl = h and 
pqw,(x) =pg(x; 1 -S) =u(x). 
Thus h is u-homotopic to w, and since w is u-related to k’ v h, we conclude that h is u- 
homotopic to k’ v h. But k= k’, as we have seen, and so h is u-homotopic to k v h, as 
asserted. 
Putting these two results together we obtain 
THEOREM (3.5). Let [A, Qc] be commututiue. Then for each class q E [A, E; u] which 
lies in the image ofq, the set N(8, q) defined above (3.2) is equivalent to the factor group of 
[A, f&c] by the subgroup of elements which are e-correlated to q. 
$4. PRINCIPAL FIBRATIONS OVER PRINCIPAL FIBRATIONS 
Let p : E + B be a principal fibration with fibre F and action 
m:(FxE,FxF)-+(E,F). 
Consider the map 
m’ : (RF x E, OF x F) -+ (Q,*E, Q*F) 
which is given by 
m’(k y)(t) = m(% Y> (n E RF, y E E, f E I). 
Now Q*F is the fibre of the composite fibration pr : G;E + B, and RF x F is the fibre of 
fibration p’ : CIF x E + B, where p’ (A, y) = py. We have prm’z p’ since 
prm’(A Y) = pm(e, Y). 
Moreover, by (2.7) of [2], the map 
RF x F+R*F 
determined by m’ induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups in all dimensions. Hence, 
by (3.1) of [3], we have a bijection 
rn; : [A, RF x E; u] -+ [A, C$E; u] 
for any complex A and map u : A -P B. But the fibration p’ is such that we can naturally 
identify 
and so we obtain 
[A, QF x E; u] = [A, RF] x [A, E; u], 
THECIREM (4.1). Let p : E + B be a principaljibration with jibre F. Let A be a complex 
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and let u : A + B be a map. Then the map m’ dejined as above, using the action of F on E 
induces a bijection 
[A, W-J x [A, E; u] + [A, S$E; u]. 
Let f: E + C be a map, where C is a topological group. Let 
f,:Fx E-PC, f,:QFx E+RC 
denote the maps given by 
_&(x9 _v) =fm(x, y). [fm(e, W’, 
fi(k y)(t) =.Wt, y), 
where x E F, 1 E nF, y E E and t E I. Note that if p E OF then 
fi(A ” PP Y) =f# y) “f& Y). 
Given v : A + E, we transform each map a : A + OF into the map b : A + SZC which is 
given by bz = f2(az, vz) (z E A). This transformation determines a homomorphism 
A(& rl) : [A, W -+ [A, fX1, 
where 8 E [E, C] denotes the homotopy class offand q E [A, E; u] denotes the u-homotopy 
class of v, for u =pv. 
As in 52 of [2] we consider the homeomorphism 
n’:QCx C+!2*C, 
obtained from the group multiplication using the same construction as in the case of m’. 
By direct calculation we have that 
(n’)-’ f’m’(& Y) = (fi(4 y), frm’(J, y), 
wheref’ : L$ E + WC is determined by f, as before. Hence it follows that if 
rn; : [A, OF] x [A, E; u] + [A, QZE; u], 
n; : [A, lX] x [A, C] -+ [A, Q*C] 
are the induced functions then 
where /3 E [A, RF]. Moreover, T* m’, (j?, ‘1) = q, and n’, (y, 1) = i,y for any y E [A, QC]. 
Hence we obtain 
THEOREM (4.2). Let p : E -+ B be a principalfibration, withjbre F, and let C be a topolo- 
gical group. Let 0 E [E, C], let y E [A, QC], and let q E [A, E; u], where A is a complex and 
u : A --, B is a map. Then y is O-correlated to q if and only if, first, 8,q = I, and, secondly, y 
lies in the image of the homomorphism. 
A(& q): [A, QF] -+ [A, OC]. 
If F is a topological group and p : E --) B is a principal F-bundle then m’ above is a 
homeomorphism and (4.2) is true for all spaces A, not only for complexes. 
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From (3.2), (3.5) and (4.2) we obtain our main theoretical result: 
THEOREM (4.3). Let p : E + B be a principalfibration, with$bre F, and let C be a topolo- 
gical group. Let q : T + E be the principal fibration with classification cIass 8 E [E, Cl. Let 
u : A + B be a map, where A is a complex. Then the set [A, T; u] is equivalent to the disjoint 
union of the cokernels of the homomorphisms 
A(& rl) [A, W [A, W, 
q runs 6,’ 1, 
8, : E; u] [A, C]. 
the case a stable it is to avoid 
first that q E E; u] a E F] then 
fi l (a,V) =(&+~‘)+Lrl)-‘~ 
where rj = a *q E [A, E; u] and where 
j-r* : [A, F] x [A, E; u] + [A, C]. 
In particular, if O*q = 1 then 8*1’ = 1 if and only iffr,(a, q) = 1. 
a map c, as in the stability condition, which makes the diagram 
commutative. 
1XP 
(F x E, e x E) - (F x B, e x B) 
‘1 
/ 
\ 
f1* 
\ 
/ 
/c 
\ 
1’ 
I(/ 
reference to the space E. 
Suppose that there exists 
shown below homotopy- 
Then the corresponding diagram of induced functions is commutative, as shown below. 
1 XP* 
C-4 Fl “\ CA E; ~1 - CA, Fl x L-4 Bl 
\ /’ 
I1 \ ,X 
\ i 
‘CA, C; 
If [A, T; u] is not empty then O*yI = 1 for some 9 E [A, E; u] and 
fi *(a, rl) = c,(I x P&x, V) = c&, ~~49 = rga, 
as defined in $2, where a E [A, F] and t =p*q. Hence and from (3.1), (4.4) it follows that 
the kernel of Tr is equivalent o the intersection of [A, E; u] and the kernel of O*. Moreover 
the image of I’< is equal to the image of A(0, q), where I”< is defined as in $2 by means of 
the map 
c’:(S2Fx B,e x B)+(QC,e) 
which c determines. Thus (4.3) reduces to (2.2) when the stability condition is satisfied. 
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$5. THE GENERALIZED TRANSGRESSION 
Let p : E--f B be a fibration with fibre F. Let q’ : Q + E’ be the fibration induced by 
a maps ’ : E’ + B, and let q : Q -+ E be the standard map such that the diagram shown below 
is commutative. 
Q-LEE’ 
P 
Take singular homology with coefficients in a principal integral domain 71, but leave this 
out of the notation. We prove 
THEOREM (5.1). Suppose that the action of ECU on H,(F) is trivial. 
Also suppose that H,(F) = 0 for O-C r < i and that 
P; : H,W + %(B) 
is injectice for r < j, surjective for r 5 j. Then there exists a homomorphism 
z : H’-‘(Q) --) H’(B), 
dejinedfor r < i + j, with the properties stated in (5.2)-(5.5) below. 
Using mapping cylinders etc. we can suppose without real loss of generality that p’, 
and hence q, is an inclusion. Then H,(B, E’) = 0 for r 2 j and so 
P* : H,.(E, Q> = HA& E’) 
for r < i + j, by Theorem 1 in Chapter II of [8]. Hence it follows from the universal co- 
efficient heorem (cf. $65 of [9]) that 
p* : H’(B, E’) w H’(E, Q), 
in the same range. We define z to be the composition consisting of the coboundary homo- 
morphism 
H’-‘(Q) --) H’(K Q>, 
followed by the inverse ofp*, followed by the injection 
H’(B, E’) + H’(B). 
We refer to z as the generalized transgression. 
We have at once that 
(5.2) rq* = 0 , 
from the cohomology exact sequence of the pair (E, Q). We also have 
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LEMMA (5.3). Let y E H’-‘(Q), where r < i +j. Then k*y E H’-‘(F) is trunsgressiue 
in the Jibration p : E -+ B, where k : Fc Q. Moreover, zy E H’(B) represents the transgres- 
sion of k*y in thatfibration. 
This follows at once from consideration of the diagram shown below. 
H’-‘(Q) -- WE, Q) t-- H’(B, E’) 
I I I 
H’- ‘(F) --3 H’(E, F) t-- H’(B) 
Next, let a be a cohomology operation, in the range where z is defined, and let a’ denote 
the suspension of a. Then it follows from the naturality properties of cohomology operations 
with respect o induced homomorphisms and the coboundary operator that 
(5.4) az = f za’. 
Similarly, by consideration of the naturality properties of the cup-product we obtain 
LEMMA (5.5). Make H*(B) act on H*(Q) through 
H*(B) 5 H*(E) 3 H*(Q). 
Then z is a morphism of H*(B) modules, with appropriate sign conventions. 
Now suppose that p : E + B is a principal fibration, with action 
m:FxE-+E. 
Then q : Q + E’ is also principal, with action 
n:Fx Q+Q, 
say, such that qn = m(1 x q). Any cross-section h’ : E’ -+ Q of the latter fibration determines 
a homotopy equivalence 
h = n (1 x h’) : F x E’ + Q, 
and using h* to make the identification we can then regard r as a homomorphism 
H’-’ (F x E’) + H’ (B). 
In the next section this situation will arise. We note here that 
(5.6) 
qh = qn (1 x h’) = m(1 x qh’), 
= q’n (1 x h’) = q’p (1 x h’) = p, 
where p denotes projection on the right. 
$6. THE APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
We begin by proving 
LEMMA (6.1). Let p : E + B and p’ : E’ --t B be Jibrations with jbres F and F’. Suppose 
that E’c E andp’ =p\E’, so that F’c F. Then the function 
i, : n,(F, E’) + rr,(E, E’) 
is bijective, for all values of r, where i denotes the inclusion. 
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Let K be a contractible complex and L a subcomplex of K. Let w, : K+ K be a nul- 
homotopy of the identity. If f: K --$ E is a map such that fLc E’ then first pfw,l L can be 
lifted to a homotopy hi : L + E’ such that h; agrees with f on L, and secondlypfw, can be 
lifted to a homotopy h, : K+ E such that ho = f and h, agrees with hi on L. Since hlKc F 
this shows that f is homotopic to a map into F, keeping L mapped into E’ throughout the 
deformation. Moreover if A4 is a subcomplex of K such that fM c F then M can be kept 
fixed throughout he deformation. To prove that i, is surjective we take K = V’, the r-ball, 
and L = Sr-‘, its boundary. To prove that i, is injective we take K = Y’ x Z, L = S’-’ x I, 
and M = V’ x i. Thus (6.1) is established. 
Now suppose that x,(F, F’) = 0 for 0 < r < s and s < r < t, where t > s&- 3. Write 
n,(F, F’) = n: and suppose that the action of n,(F’) on 7c is trivial. By the relative Hurewicz 
theorem the natural function 
rc = n,(F, F’) --f H,(F, F’) 
is an isomorphism and its inverse determines an element & E H”(F, F’; x), called the relative 
fundamental class. Since i, is an isomorphism, by (6.1), the pair (E, E’) satisfies the same 
conditions as (F, F’), and so the relative fundamental class B,, E H”(E, E’; 7~) is defined, 
where 7c,(E, E’) is identified with JI by means of i,. By naturality i*8, = do, and hence 
(6.2) i*tl = q5, 
where 0 E H”(E; 7~) and 4 E H”(F; 7~) denote the images of the relative fundamental classes 
under injection. We have at once, by exactness 
LEMMA (6.3). Zf 7-t is cyclic and C/I = 0 then 
is injective, where j : F’c F. 
j* : H”(F; 7~) + H”(F’; n) 
Now we assert 
THEOREM (6.4). Let p : E--f B and p’ : E’ + B be fibrations as in (6.1). Suppose that 
7c,(F, F’) = 0 for 0 < r < s and s < r < 1, where t > s2 3. Also suppose that the action of 
n,(F’) on IX&F, F’) = ‘II is trivial, so that 8 E H”(E; 7~) is defined as described above. Let 
q : T + E be the principal fibration determined by 8, with fibre the Eilenberg-MacLane space 
K(7c, s - 1). Then if 5 E [A, B], where dim AS t - 2, the set [A, T; 51, defined with respect 
to pq : T + B, is equivalent to the set [A, E’; 51, de$ned with respect o p’ : E’ + B. 
For it follows as in 84 of [2] that p’ =pqg for some map g : E’ + T such that 
g* : T@‘) -+ G7 
is surjective for rs t - 1, injective for r5 t - 2. Thus (3.2) of [3] is applicable and (6.4) 
above is the result. 
In future we shall omit the coefficient group rr from the notation. Suppose now that 
the fibration p is principal with fibre F. Suppose that there exists an Eilenberg-MacLane 
space K(n, s) which is a topological group, as will be the case when rc is countable. Let 
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f: E + K(n, s) represent 8 and let 8r E H”(F x E, e x E) denote the class off,, constructed 
from f as in $2 above. The image of 0r in Hs(F x E) is m*tI - p*0, where 
m*, p* : H”(E) + H”(F x E) 
are the homomorphisms induced by m, the action of the fibre on the total space, and by p, 
the right projection. Hence m*8 maps into (t?,, 0) in the standard direct sum decomposition 
H”(F x E) w H”(F x E, e x E)@ H”(E). 
Write 8’ = m’& where 
m’* : H”(E) + H”(F x E’) 
is induced by m’ = mlF x E’, and consider the injection 
I* : H”(F x E, e x E) + H”(F x E’, e x E’). 
If e; = I*e, then 8’ maps into (t&, 0) in the direct sum decomposition 
H”(F x E’) x H”(F x E’, e x E’) @ H”(E’). 
Hence if 0; = (1 x p’)*$, where I,G E H”(F x B, e x B), then 8, = (1 x p)*$ and so 
fr N c(1 x p), as in the stability condition of $2, where 
c : (F x B, e x B) + (K(n, s), e) 
represents +. Suppose, moreover, that II is a ring and that t+G lies in 
H*(F, e) @I H*(B) c H*(F x B, e x B), 
say $ =Cx,@ yi, where xi E H*(F, e) and yi E H*(B). Then if < E [A, B] it follows at 
once from the definitions that 
r<(P) = W*xi) ’ (5 *Yi> (P E CA, m 
(6.5) 
( T;(V) = C(V*OXi) ' (r*yi) (VE CA w>, 
where Q denotes the cohomology suspension. 
To be able to apply (6.5) we must first determine t?‘, and hence $. Now 0 has two 
properties which enable this to be done in the examples to be considered in the next section. 
First we have 
LEMMA (6.6). If R is cyclic and the kernel of 
j* : H”(F) --f H”(F’) 
is non-trivial then 8’ # 0. 
For let w : F-r F x E’ be the map given by wx = (x, e). Then m’wx = x and so 
4 = i*e = w*m’* 0 = w*ef. 
Hence (6.6) follows at once from (6.3). 
Secondly, suppose that the action of x1(B) on H,(F) is trivial, and that n is a principal 
ideal domain. We apply the results of $5, with h’ : E + Q the cross-section given by the 
diagonal of E’, so that 
m’ = m(1 x qh’), 
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in the notation of $5. If F’ is (n - I)-connected, where n s s, then F is (n - 1)-connected, 
and the generalized transgression 
r:IF-‘(FxE’)+H’(B) 
is defined for r < 2n, by (5.1) with i = j = n. Now m’ = qh, by (5.6), and so Tm’* = 0, by 
(5.2). Since 0’ = m’*tI we obtain 
(6.7) r,’ = 0, 
which is our second relation. 
$7. PROOF OF (1.1) 
Take B = BO, the classifying space for stable sphere-bundles, whose mod 2 cohomology 
is a polynomial algebra on the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes wl, IV,, . . . . Let n be odd 
and let ‘FI > 2. Take E’ = BO(n), the classifying space for (n - 1)-sphere bundles, and take 
p’ to be the standard fibration with fibre F’ =0/O(n). The fibre is (n - I)-connected and 
n,,(F) = Z,, since n is odd. Take D = K(Z,, n + 1) and let g : B -+ D be a representative 
of W”,l. By using mapping cylinders etc. where necessary we can construct the principal 
fibration p : E + B given by g so that E’ c E and p’ =plE. The action of nl(B) on 
the cohomology of the fibre F = K(Z,, n) can be factored through the action of x1(D) 
in the universal fibration, and therefore is trivial. In mod 2 cohomology the generator 
I,, E H”(K (Z2, n)) transgresses into w”+~. Hence it follows from (5.3) that if r denotes the 
generalized transgression then r (1.0 1) = IV”+~ and hence 
r(@ u) = U’W,+1, 
by (5.5), where u is any polynomial in the Stiefel-Whitney classes. Hence and from (5.4) 
it follows that 
(7.1) ra (I,@ u) = a(@ *w, + A 
where a is an element of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, always assuming that the dimensions 
involved are within the range where T is defined. The action of a on H*(B) is given by 
formulae of Wu [13], which include 
(7.2) 
( 
Sqlw, = wlw, + (r + I)w~+~, 
Sq2wr = wzw, + rwlw,+l + +(r - l)(r - 2)~,+~. 
These relations are the main ones required for the calculations which follow. We shall 
omit the details (see [5], [lo] for further information). 
Now zn,(F, F’) = 0 for r 6 n f 1 and z,(F, F’) x x,__~ (F’) for r > n + 1, from exact 
sequence considerations. Thus standard results on the homotopy groups of Stiefel manifolds 
(see [7], for example) give 
7cn+z (F, F’) = 
(n = 1 mod 4), 
(n~3mod4); 
nn+, (F,F’l= ; 
(n E 1 mod 4), 
2 (n = 3 mod 4). 
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Thus we have rc =Z,inanycase,ands=n+2orn+3accordingasn~lor3mod4. 
We take these two cases separately, working in mod 2 cohomology throughout. 
When n E I mod 4 we consider the generalized transgression 
r : H”+2(K(Z,, n) x m(n)) --f H”*3(BO). 
A short calculation, using (7.1) and (7.2), shows that the kernel of r is generated by the 
element 
x = sq* r,O 1 +r,@ w2. 
But Sq2H”(O/O(n)) = 0. H ence 8’ # 0, by (6.6), and so 8’ = x, by (6.7). The expression 
for 6’1 is formally identical, and the stability condition is satisfied with 
*=sq21,01+z,Qw~, 
where now w2 E H’(BO) rather than H2(B0 (n)). 
When n = 3 mod 4 we consider the generalized transgression 
r : H”+3(K(Z2, n) x BO(n)) + H”+4(BO). 
We find that the kernel is generated by 
x = sq2 SqlIn 0 1 + Sqltn G3 <w: + wz). 
But SqzSq’H”(O/O(n)) = 0. It follows, as before, that JI has the same expression as 1. 
To obtain (1.1) for odd values of n we interpret 5 as an (n + Q-plane bundle over A, 
with k large. By (2.2) of [3] the set of classes of cross-sections of the associated k-frame 
bundle is equivalent o [A, BO(n); 51, which in turn is equivalent o [A, T; t], by (6.4), 
when.dim A 5 s - 1. Now the relevant parts of (1 .l) follow at once from (6.5) and (2.2) 
with Ic/ determined as above. Although n,(BO) # 0 this causes no difficulty since ?r =Z, 
admits no non-trivial action. When n is even we confine our attention to the orientable case 
so as to avoid difficulties with the fundamental group. 
In our second application we take B = BSO, the classifying space for oriented sphere- 
bundles, whose mod 2 cohomology is a polynomial algebra on the universal Stiefel-Whitney 
classes w2, w3, . . . . Let n be even and let n > 2. Take E’ = BSO(n), the classifying space 
for oriented (n - 1)-sphere bundles, and take p’ to be the standard fibration with fibre 
F’ = SO/SO(n). Here F’ is (n - I)-connected and 
z,+z2 (n = 0 mod 4), 
x#“) = Z, R. + ,(F’) = 
z4 (n E 2 mod 4), 
since n is even. Take D = K(Z, n + 1) x K(Z,, n + 2) and let g : B + D be a representative 
of 
6*w, x w,,+~ E H”+‘(B, Z) x H”+2(B, Z,), 
where 6* denotes the Bockstein cohomology coboundary for the coefficient sequence 
z-Pz+zp 
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Construct a principal fibration p : E -+ B with fibre F = K(Z, n) x K(Z,, n + l), so that 
E’ c E and p’ = p 1 E. A straightforward calculation shows that nn,(F, F’) = 0 for r I n + 1, 
that n,,,(F, F’) = Z,, and that 
3 0 mod 
G+#‘, F’) 
22 +z2 (n 4), 
= o 
(n = 2 mod 4). 
Thuswehave71=Z2ands=n+2inanycase,butt=n+3orn+4accordingasn~O 
or 2 mod 4. We continue to work in mod 2 cohomology, but now I, will denote the mod 2 
reduction of the fundamental class of K(Z, n), and I.+~ will denote the fundamental class 
of K(Z,, n + 1). The kernel of the generalized transgression 
r: H”+‘(K(Z, n) x K(Z,, n + 1) x BSO(n)) + H”+3(BSO) 
is generated by the element 
9’@ 1 t-r,@ l@w,, 
where 
4’ = 
Q2 
( 
r, 0 1 (n 3 0 mod 4), 
Sq2 r,@ 1 + 10 Sq2 z,+ 1 (n = 2 mod 4), 
and moreover the non-zero element 4’ is annihilated by 
j* : H”+‘(K(Z, n) x K(Z,, n + 1)) + H”+2(SO/SO(n)). 
Thus t?’ # 0, by (6X5), and so 8’ is the generator of the kernel. As before, the expressions 
for tj and 0’ are identical, since n > 2. 
To prove (1.1) for even values of n we interpret 5 as an oriented (n + k)-plane bundle 
over A, with k large. By (2.2) of [3] the set of classes of cross-sections of the associated 
bundle of orthonormal k-frames is equivalent o [A, BSO(n); 51, which in turn is equivalent 
to [A, T; 51, by (6.4), when dim A I t - 2. Now the relevant parts of (1.1) follow at once 
from (6.5) and (2.2) with $ determined as above. 
58. ON COMPLEX PROJECTWE BUNDLES 
In conclusion we give an application where the stability condition (2.1) is not satisfied. 
Throughout this section cohomology is with integral coefficients. Let Bk (k = 1,2, . ..) 
denote the classifying space for the unitary group U(k). We recall that the cohomology of 
Bk is a polynomial ring on the universal Chern classes cl, . . . , Ci, . . . , c,, where dim ci = 2i. 
We also recall that Bi can be identified with the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, 2), and 
we make this identification so that - cr corresponds to I, the fundamental class. 
Let n > 1. The standard embedding of 
U(1) x U(n - 1) c U(n) 
determines a map of the corresponding classifying spaces. By the usual procedure we 
convert this into a fibration 
p’ : B, x B,,_, + B.. 
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Consider the map 
j:B, xB,,_,+B, xB,, 
which is given by 
j(x, Y) = (x9 P’ (x, Y)) (x E 4, Y E 4-1). 
By further changes within the homotopy type we convert this into an inclusion so that p’ = 
p(B, x B,,_l, where 
p:B, xB,,+B” 
is projection onto the right-hand factor. The fibre of p’ is the complex projective (n - I)- 
space 
CP(n - I) = U(n)/U(l) x U(n - 1). 
The hypotheses of (6.1) apply to this pair of fibrations, with s = 2n, t = 2n + 1 and rc = 2. 
We need to determine the invariant 0 E H’“(B, x B.). Now? 
p’*c~=1oc~+c~oc~-~ (1 5 kj n), 
by the coalgebra structure of H*(BU), where c, = 0 in H*(B,_,). Since c1 = - z it follows 
that 
and hence that the kernel ofj* in dimension 2n is generated by 
i”@ 1 +1”-l@c, + . . . + l@c,. 
The invariant 4 E H”‘(K (2, 2)) is f, and so only the generator of the kernel of j* satisfies 
(6.2). Therefore 
(8.1) 
The (trivial) principal fibration p has action map 
m: B1 x (B, x B,)-+B, 
In cohomology we find that 
x B,,. 
and hence that 
m*(r@l)=z@l@l+l@r01 
By (8.1) therefore 
m*O = $om*(i @ C.-J 
” 1 = 
= co ’ I'@~'--'@I'_ l=oi=o i n 1. 
However, if 
p:B, x(B, xB,)+B, xB,, 
t When k = n we interpret cn as zero on the right-hand side of the equation. 
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denotes the right projection then 
p*e = ,& 8 IL 0 C”_r. 
Thus iffi is constructed from 0 and m as in $4, 6, then its class in HZ”@, x B, x II,,) is 
Hence iff2 is constructed fromf, as in $4 then its class in HZ”-‘(QB, x B, x B,,) is 
since QB1 has the homotopy type of a circle. Consequently if A is a complex and 4: E 
[A, B,] then 
A@, q) : H’(A) + Hz”- ‘(A) 
for all q E [A, B, x B,_,; 51 is given by multiplication by the element 
where c = q*(z @ 1) E H’(A). If the dimension of A is less than 212 then the transformation 
q -+ q*(z @ 1) is an equivalence of [A, B, x B,_, ; 51 and H’(A). Now t can be interpreted 
as the class of a complex n-plane bundle over A, and the bundle over A induced by { from 
p’ : B, x B,,_, + B,, 
is the associated bundle with fibre CP (n - 1). By (2.2) of [3], therefore, [A, B, x B,_, ; t] 
is equivalent o the set of classes of cross-sections of this associated bundle. Hence and from 
(4.3) and (6.4) above we derive: 
THEOREM (8.2). Let A be a complex of dimension less than 2n, where n > 1. Let r be a 
complex n-plane bundle over A with Chern classes r* (ci) E Hzi(A) for i = 1,2, . . . , n. If 
[ E H2(A) let 
Ai : H’(A) --i H2”-‘(A) 
denote multiplication by the element 
Then the set of classes of cross-sections of the projective (n - 1)-plane bundle associated with. 
5 is equivalent to the disjoint union of the cokernels of the homomorphisms Ar;for all I E H’(A) 
We refer the reader to Kundert [4] for some related results and an account of the rele- 
vant background material. 
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